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ADD A FOOTER

SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar)

Pronouns

Pronouns Nouns Possessive Pronouns

Instructions:
1. Draw this table in your Home 

Learning books with these 
headings. 

2. Sort the words into the 
correct columns in the table. 



ADD A FOOTER

SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar)

ANSWERS

Pronouns Nouns Possessive 
Pronouns

them stage hers

it Ash your

they Hassan mine

classroom



ADD A FOOTER

SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar)

Pronouns
In your Home Learning books, write these sentences. Underline the noun and 
circle the pronoun that it has been replaced with. 
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Handwriting

1. In your pink ‘Home Learning’ 
books (or on a piece of paper) 
copy the following poem in 
your best joined handwriting.

2. Now copy the handwriting 
pattern underneath in your 
book five times. Remember to 
take your time!

The Eagle

He clasps the crag with crooked hands;

Close the sun in lonely hands, 

Ring’d with the azure world, he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls; 

He watches from his mountain walls,

And like a thunderbolt he falls. 



Writing Activity:
Day 1: To generate ideas 
about a picture stimulus

Look at picture closely. 

Who do you think this is?

Why is he carrying all of those jars? 

What’s inside them?

Why are they attached to his clothing? 

Couldn’t he just carry them in a bag?

Why is he wearing this clothing? 

Is he going to open the blue jar? Why?

Why is his other fist clenched?

What does his body language tell you about 
his thoughts and feelings?



Writing Activity:

In your Home Learning books, print and 
stick the picture of this character in or write 
a name in the middle of a page. 

Annotate around your picture/name what 
you see and feel about the character. 

Add all of your ideas to describe the 
character.

Use the description toolkit on the next slide 
to guide you and support your writing.

Remember the teacher model to get you 
started… 



Writing Activity:
To create a description that the reader can imagine 
and that sounds real you might want to use: 

1. Use all the senses to create a vivid description 
(senses -smell, hear, feel, see, taste)

2. Use an adverb to suggest the mood the character 
is in (e.g. Grimly) 

3. Show the setting through the character’s eyes –use 
a synonym for ‘looked’ (e.g. His eyes bored 
into…..)

4. Sentence of 3 to build description (e.g. chest 
swaddled with dense, protective layers - appear 
twice his normal size)

5. Choose your words to make the character sound, 
scary (e.g. - scowled deep furrowed lines crossed 
his dark, menacing brow)

6. Use personification to bring the setting alive. (E.g. 
Jewels glared like many eyes)

7. Show not tell to describe how a character feels e.g. 
His hands shook violently as he fumbled to release 
the lock of the gate.



Teacher Model: How to use the toolkit to generate ideas. 

His eyes bored into…

He gazed…

As he glanced to his left, …

Deep, solemn voice.

The clanging of delicate bottles, 
swaying as he walks.

Grimly, Tensely, 

Keenly, Powerfully,

Hopelessly, 

His chest swaddled with dense, 
protective layers

The mysterious, untouchable yet 
lucrative jars

Scowled 

Deep furrowed lines crossed his 
dark, menacing brow

A ghastly pair of eyes searched deep 
into my soul

He grasped his jars tightly and 
never let them go.

His breath panted heavily

His hands shook violently as he 
fumbled to release the lock of the 
gate



Inquiry ProjectSome information to get you started…. Ancient Greek Myths

Theseus and the Minotaur
Half-man, half-bull, the Minotaur lurks in an underground maze waiting for his next meal –
children sent to him as a sacrifice. Lost in the labyrinth, the kids surely will be devoured. But 
brave king Theseus has had enough of his land living in fear of the Minotaur. He accompanies 
the group and is prepared to fight. Hearing the Minotaur breathing nearby, he springs toward 
it. Dodging the monster’s deadly horns, he thrusts his sword into the beast. The Minotaur is 
dead, but will the group find its way out? Luckily, Theseus unspooled a piece of string as he 
walked through the maze, and leads the children out to safety.

The Labours of Heracles
In a swamp creeps a deadly nine-headed serpent called the Hydra. Killing it is one of 12 
tasks Heracles – the son of Greek god, Zeus – must complete to become immortal. After 
throwing flaming spears at the beast, the Hydra attacks so Heracles hits its heads with a club, 
but more grow in their place! Heracles’ friend, Iolus, then leaps to his aid with a flaming 
torch. After an epic battle, the men finally destroy the Hydra!

Perseus and Medusa
The hideous Medusa has snakes for hair, terrifying tusks and a face that turns anyone that 
looks at it into stone! To please his king, warrior Perseus agrees to slay the beast. Wearing a 
helmet of invisibility, he sneaks up on Medusa. She’s asleep, but one gaze at her face and 
Perseus would be a statue! So he looks at her harmless reflection in his shiny shield and 
beheads her. Victorious, Perseus flies off on winged sandals.

Scylla and Charybdis
On both sides of a narrow stretch of sea, monsters lie in wait. On one side, Scylla thrashes 
around her six snakelike heads, ready to crunch on passing sailors. On the 
other, Charybdis creates a deadly whirlpool. No person has ever faced these beasts and 
escaped unharmed. Now the king, Odysseus, and his crew must pass them to get home. They 
edge around Charybdis’ spiralling sea, saving the ship from being swallowed whole. But Scylla 
swoops down and gobbles up six men. “Row!” Odysseus shouts, leading the rest of the crew 
past Scylla and out of the deadly channel. Having survived the dreaded beasts, Odysseus and 
his men continue their journey.


